line #id

Cookie technical name

(unique
identifier of
the
spreadsheet
line)

Cookie domain name

Cookie Type

If Persistent cookie,
mention lifespan (#days)

Cookie Lifetime

Cookie content description

Eg."google.com" for a Google Analytics Enter:
Enter :
tracking cookie
- 1 for a 1st party cookie (cookie
- 1 for Persistent cookie
domain name same as application
- 2 for Session cookie
domain name)
- 2 for a 3rd party cookie (cookie
domain name is different than
application domain name, eg. Google
Analytics, ou Adserver)

Cookie technology
Enter:
- 1 for http cookie
- 2 for Flash Cookie
- 3 for HTML5/DOM cookie

1 PHPSESSID

www.digital4.biz

1

2

Session data

2 UID

.scorecardresearch.com

2

1

721 sharethis additional cookie

3 UIDR

.scorecardresearch.com

2

1

721 sharethis additional cookie

4 __gads

.digital4.biz

1

1

730 DoubleClick Google service

Cookie Technical format
Enter:
-1 for Standard Cookie
-2 for Secure Cookie
-3 for http Only cookie
-4 for Super cookie
-5 for Zombie Cookie

Cookie content description

Detailed description of purpose

Enter:
eg.
-1 for Session & Security management, - personnalisation of website contents
-2 for User settings recovery (eg.
based on the user's anonymous
langage, country, accessibility
clickstream
settings...)
- or personnalisation based on the CSP
-3 for Experience Personalisation :
customer profile or sales history
display the page content based on user - or personnalisation based on the user
choices and settings (eg. look and feel Facebook activity ...(these 3
of my google webmail interface)
personnalisation purposes may have
-4 for Anonymous Web analytics : used different privacy impacts)
to identify global traffic and usage of the
website (eg. total traffic, most viewed
pages...)
-5 for other
1
1
Additional cookies created by ShareThis
- used by ShareThis to analyse how
large their audience is. You can
unsubscribe from these cookies at
1
http://sharethis.com/privacy
Additional cookies created by ShareThis
- used by ShareThis to analyse how
large their audience is. You can
unsubscribe from these cookies at
1
http://sharethis.com/privacy
This cookie is associated with the
DoubleClick for Publishers service from
Google. Its purpose is to do with the
showing of adverts on the site, for which
the owner may earn some revenue. The
main purpose of this cookie is:
1
Targeting/Advertising

5 _ga

.digital4.biz

1

1

730 Google Universal Analytics

1

6 _gat

.digital4.biz

1

2

Google Universal Analytics

1

7 test_cookie

.doubleclick.net

2

2

DoubleClick Google service

1

8 IDE

.doubleclick.net

2

1

731 DoubleClick Google service

1

9 _drt_

.doubleclick.net

2

1

731 DoubleClick Google service

1

10 id

.doubleclick.net

2

1

730 DoubleClick Google service

1

11 __atuvc

www.digital4.biz

1

1

731 addThis

1

This cookie name is asssociated with
Google Universal Analytics - which is a
significant update to Google's more
commonly used analytics service. The
new service reduces the reliance on
cookies in general, and only sets this
and one other - _gat, although Google
also say data can be collected without
setting any cookies. This cookie is used
to distinguishes unique users by
assigning a randomly generated number
as a client identifier. It is included in
each page request in a site and used to
calculate visitor, session and campaign
data for the sites analytics reports. By
default it is set to expire after 2 years,
although this is customisable by website
owners. The main purpose of this cookie
is: Performance
This cookie name is associated with
Google Universal Analytics, according to
documentation it is used to throttle the
request rate - limiting the collection of
data on high traffic sites. It expires after
10 minutes. The main purpose of this
cookie is: Performance
DoubleClick use cookies to serve
adverts on third party websites. The
DoubleClick cookie serves relevant ads
to potential customers and gathers
information about how or if you are
interacting with these ads.
DoubleClick use cookies to serve
adverts on third party websites. The
DoubleClick cookie serves relevant ads
to potential customers and gathers
information about how or if you are
interacting with these ads.
DoubleClick use cookies to serve
adverts on third party websites. The
DoubleClick cookie serves relevant ads
to potential customers and gathers
information about how or if you are
interacting with these ads.
DoubleClick use cookies to serve
adverts on third party websites. The
DoubleClick cookie serves relevant ads
to potential customers and gathers
information about how or if you are
interacting with these ads.
This cookie is associated with the
AddThis social sharing widget which is
commonly embedded in websites to
enable visitors to share content with a
range of networking and sharing
platforms. This is believed to be a new
cookie from AddThis which is not yet
documented, but has been categorised
on the assumption it serves a similar
purpose to other cookies set by the
service.
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line #id

Cookie technical name

(unique
identifier of
the
spreadsheet
line)

Cookie domain name

Cookie Type

If Persistent cookie,
mention lifespan (#days)

Cookie Lifetime

Cookie content description

Eg."google.com" for a Google Analytics Enter:
Enter :
tracking cookie
- 1 for a 1st party cookie (cookie
- 1 for Persistent cookie
domain name same as application
- 2 for Session cookie
domain name)
- 2 for a 3rd party cookie (cookie
domain name is different than
application domain name, eg. Google
Analytics, ou Adserver)

Cookie technology
Enter:
- 1 for http cookie
- 2 for Flash Cookie
- 3 for HTML5/DOM cookie

Cookie Technical format

Cookie content description

Enter:
-1 for Standard Cookie
-2 for Secure Cookie
-3 for http Only cookie
-4 for Super cookie
-5 for Zombie Cookie

Enter:
-1 for Session & Security management,
-2 for User settings recovery (eg.
langage, country, accessibility
settings...)
-3 for Experience Personalisation :
display the page content based on user
choices and settings (eg. look and feel
of my google webmail interface)
-4 for Anonymous Web analytics : used
to identify global traffic and usage of the
website (eg. total traffic, most viewed
pages...)
-5 for other

12 __atuvs

www.digital4.biz

1

2

addThis

1

13 bt

.addthis.com

2

1

730 addThis

1

14 di2

.addthis.com

2

1

730 addThis

1

15 dt

.addthis.com

2

1

30 addThis

1

16 loc

.addThis.com

2

1

731 addThis

1

17 uid

.addThis.com

2

1

730 addThis

1

18 uit

.addThis.com

2

1

1 addThis

1

Detailed description of purpose
eg.
- personnalisation of website contents
based on the user's anonymous
clickstream
- or personnalisation based on the CSP
customer profile or sales history
- or personnalisation based on the user
Facebook activity ...(these 3
personnalisation purposes may have
different privacy impacts)

This cookie is associated with the
AddThis social sharing widget which is
commonly embedded in websites to
enable visitors to share content with a
range of networking and sharing
platforms. This is believed to be a new
cookie from AddThis which is not yet
documented, but has been categorised
on the assumption it serves a similar
purpose to other cookies set by the
service.
This cookie is associated with the
AddThis social sharing widget which is
commonly embedded in websites to
enable visitors to share content with a
range of networking and sharing
platforms. This is believed to be a new
cookie from AddThis which is not yet
documented, but has been categorised
on the assumption it serves a similar
purpose to other cookies set by the
service.
This cookie is associated with the
AddThis social sharing widget which is
commonly embedded in websites to
enable visitors to share content with a
range of networking and sharing
platforms. This is believed to be a new
cookie from AddThis which is not yet
documented, but has been categorised
on the assumption it serves a similar
purpose to other cookies set by the
service.
This cookie is associated with the
AddThis social sharing widget which is
commonly embedded in websites to
enable visitors to share content with a
range of networking and sharing
platforms. This is believed to be a new
cookie from AddThis which is not yet
documented, but has been categorised
on the assumption it serves a similar
purpose to other cookies set by the
service.
This cookie is associated with the
AddThis social sharing widget which is
commonly embedded in websites to
enable visitors to share content with a
range of networking and sharing
platforms. This is believed to be a new
cookie from AddThis which is not yet
documented, but has been categorised
on the assumption it serves a similar
purpose to other cookies set by the
service.
This cookie is associated with the
AddThis social sharing widget which is
commonly embedded in websites to
enable visitors to share content with a
range of networking and sharing
platforms. This is believed to be a new
cookie from AddThis which is not yet
documented, but has been categorised
on the assumption it serves a similar
purpose to other cookies set by the
service.
This cookie is associated with the
AddThis social sharing widget which is
commonly embedded in websites to
enable visitors to share content with a
range of networking and sharing
platforms. This is believed to be a new
cookie from AddThis which is not yet
documented, but has been categorised
on the assumption it serves a similar
purpose to other cookies set by the
service.
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line #id

Cookie technical name

(unique
identifier of
the
spreadsheet
line)

Cookie domain name

Cookie Type

If Persistent cookie,
mention lifespan (#days)

Cookie Lifetime

Cookie content description

Eg."google.com" for a Google Analytics Enter:
Enter :
tracking cookie
- 1 for a 1st party cookie (cookie
- 1 for Persistent cookie
domain name same as application
- 2 for Session cookie
domain name)
- 2 for a 3rd party cookie (cookie
domain name is different than
application domain name, eg. Google
Analytics, ou Adserver)

Cookie technology
Enter:
- 1 for http cookie
- 2 for Flash Cookie
- 3 for HTML5/DOM cookie

Cookie Technical format

Cookie content description

Enter:
-1 for Standard Cookie
-2 for Secure Cookie
-3 for http Only cookie
-4 for Super cookie
-5 for Zombie Cookie

Enter:
-1 for Session & Security management,
-2 for User settings recovery (eg.
langage, country, accessibility
settings...)
-3 for Experience Personalisation :
display the page content based on user
choices and settings (eg. look and feel
of my google webmail interface)
-4 for Anonymous Web analytics : used
to identify global traffic and usage of the
website (eg. total traffic, most viewed
pages...)
-5 for other

19 um

.addThis.com

2

1

730 addThis

1

20 uvc

.addThis.com

2

1

731 addThis

1

21 _conv_r

.addThis.com

2

1

180 addThis

1

22 _conv_s

.addThis.com

2

2

addThis

1

23 _conv_v

.addThis.com

2

1

365 addThis

1

24 km_ab_cbp

.addThis.com

2

1

120 addThis

1

25 km_ai

.addThis.com

2

1

730 addThis

1

Detailed description of purpose
eg.
- personnalisation of website contents
based on the user's anonymous
clickstream
- or personnalisation based on the CSP
customer profile or sales history
- or personnalisation based on the user
Facebook activity ...(these 3
personnalisation purposes may have
different privacy impacts)

This cookie is associated with the
AddThis social sharing widget which is
commonly embedded in websites to
enable visitors to share content with a
range of networking and sharing
platforms. This is believed to be a new
cookie from AddThis which is not yet
documented, but has been categorised
on the assumption it serves a similar
purpose to other cookies set by the
service.
This cookie is associated with the
AddThis social sharing widget which is
commonly embedded in websites to
enable visitors to share content with a
range of networking and sharing
platforms. This is believed to be a new
cookie from AddThis which is not yet
documented, but has been categorised
on the assumption it serves a similar
purpose to other cookies set by the
service.
This cookie is associated with the
AddThis social sharing widget which is
commonly embedded in websites to
enable visitors to share content with a
range of networking and sharing
platforms. This is believed to be a new
cookie from AddThis which is not yet
documented, but has been categorised
on the assumption it serves a similar
purpose to other cookies set by the
service.
This cookie is associated with the
AddThis social sharing widget which is
commonly embedded in websites to
enable visitors to share content with a
range of networking and sharing
platforms. This is believed to be a new
cookie from AddThis which is not yet
documented, but has been categorised
on the assumption it serves a similar
purpose to other cookies set by the
service.
This cookie is associated with the
AddThis social sharing widget which is
commonly embedded in websites to
enable visitors to share content with a
range of networking and sharing
platforms. This is believed to be a new
cookie from AddThis which is not yet
documented, but has been categorised
on the assumption it serves a similar
purpose to other cookies set by the
service.
This cookie is associated with the
AddThis social sharing widget which is
commonly embedded in websites to
enable visitors to share content with a
range of networking and sharing
platforms. This is believed to be a new
cookie from AddThis which is not yet
documented, but has been categorised
on the assumption it serves a similar
purpose to other cookies set by the
service.
This cookie is associated with the
AddThis social sharing widget which is
commonly embedded in websites to
enable visitors to share content with a
range of networking and sharing
platforms. This is believed to be a new
cookie from AddThis which is not yet
documented, but has been categorised
on the assumption it serves a similar
purpose to other cookies set by the
service.
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line #id

Cookie technical name

(unique
identifier of
the
spreadsheet
line)

Cookie domain name

Cookie Type

If Persistent cookie,
mention lifespan (#days)

Cookie Lifetime

Cookie content description

Eg."google.com" for a Google Analytics Enter:
Enter :
tracking cookie
- 1 for a 1st party cookie (cookie
- 1 for Persistent cookie
domain name same as application
- 2 for Session cookie
domain name)
- 2 for a 3rd party cookie (cookie
domain name is different than
application domain name, eg. Google
Analytics, ou Adserver)

Cookie technology
Enter:
- 1 for http cookie
- 2 for Flash Cookie
- 3 for HTML5/DOM cookie

Cookie Technical format

Cookie content description

Enter:
-1 for Standard Cookie
-2 for Secure Cookie
-3 for http Only cookie
-4 for Super cookie
-5 for Zombie Cookie

Enter:
-1 for Session & Security management,
-2 for User settings recovery (eg.
langage, country, accessibility
settings...)
-3 for Experience Personalisation :
display the page content based on user
choices and settings (eg. look and feel
of my google webmail interface)
-4 for Anonymous Web analytics : used
to identify global traffic and usage of the
website (eg. total traffic, most viewed
pages...)
-5 for other

26 km_lv

.addThis.com

2

1

1825 addThis

1

27 kvcd

.addThis.com

2

2

addThis

1

28 GEUP

.youtube.com

2

1

730 youtube

1

29 PREF

.youtube.com

2

1

273 youtube

1

30 VISITOR_INFO1_LIVE

.youtube.com

2

1

273 youtube

1

31 YSC

.youtube.com

2

2

youtube

1

32 L1e

www.linkedin.com

2

2

linkedin

1

33 SSID

.wufoo.com

2

1

364 wufoo

1

34 SSLB

.wufoo.com

2

2

wufoo

1

35 SSPV

.wufoo.com

2

1

364 wufoo

1

36 SSRT

.wufoo.com

2

1

364 wufoo

1

37 SSSC

.wufoo.com

2

2

wufoo

1

38 ep201

.wufoo.com

2

1

364 wufoo

1

39 ep202
40 JSESSIONID
41 _MKAC

.wufoo.com
crm.digital4.biz
crm.digital4.biz

2
1
1

1
2
1

365 wufoo

1
1
1

42 __utma

.wufoo.com

2

1

731

730 wufoo

1

Detailed description of purpose
eg.
- personnalisation of website contents
based on the user's anonymous
clickstream
- or personnalisation based on the CSP
customer profile or sales history
- or personnalisation based on the user
Facebook activity ...(these 3
personnalisation purposes may have
different privacy impacts)

This cookie is associated with the
AddThis social sharing widget which is
commonly embedded in websites to
enable visitors to share content with a
range of networking and sharing
platforms. This is believed to be a new
cookie from AddThis which is not yet
documented, but has been categorised
on the assumption it serves a similar
purpose to other cookies set by the
service.
This cookie is associated with the
AddThis social sharing widget which is
commonly embedded in websites to
enable visitors to share content with a
range of networking and sharing
platforms. This is believed to be a new
cookie from AddThis which is not yet
documented, but has been categorised
on the assumption it serves a similar
purpose to other cookies set by the
service.
This cookie is being used for playing a
youtube video. It is being set during
loading a youtube video.
This cookie is being used for playing a
youtube video. It is being set during
loading a youtube video.
This cookie is being used for playing a
youtube video. It is being set during
loading a youtube video.
This cookie is being used for playing a
youtube video. It is being set during
loading a youtube video.
Cookie from the social network Linkedin,
installed to help share content.
Cookies set by wufoo. The embedded
Wufoo forms on our site set cookies for
the ‘Join’ forms used by us. - See more
at: http://www.swsenate.org.uk/cookiepolicy/#sthash.OZ3c0Z9f.dpuf
Cookies set by wufoo. The embedded
Wufoo forms on our site set cookies for
the ‘Join’ forms used by us. - See more
at: http://www.swsenate.org.uk/cookiepolicy/#sthash.OZ3c0Z9f.dpuf
Cookies set by wufoo. The embedded
Wufoo forms on our site set cookies for
the ‘Join’ forms used by us. - See more
at: http://www.swsenate.org.uk/cookiepolicy/#sthash.OZ3c0Z9f.dpuf
Cookies set by wufoo. The embedded
Wufoo forms on our site set cookies for
the ‘Join’ forms used by us. - See more
at: http://www.swsenate.org.uk/cookiepolicy/#sthash.OZ3c0Z9f.dpuf
Cookies set by wufoo. The embedded
Wufoo forms on our site set cookies for
the ‘Join’ forms used by us. - See more
at: http://www.swsenate.org.uk/cookiepolicy/#sthash.OZ3c0Z9f.dpuf
Cookies set by wufoo. The embedded
Wufoo forms on our site set cookies for
the ‘Join’ forms used by us. - See more
at: http://www.swsenate.org.uk/cookiepolicy/#sthash.OZ3c0Z9f.dpuf
Cookies set by wufoo. The embedded
Wufoo forms on our site set cookies for
the ‘Join’ forms used by us. - See more
at: http://www.swsenate.org.uk/cookiepolicy/#sthash.OZ3c0Z9f.dpuf

Cookies set by wufoo. The embedded
Wufoo forms on our site set cookies for
the ‘Join’ forms used by us. - See more
at: http://www.swsenate.org.uk/cookiepolicy/#sthash.OZ3c0Z9f.dpuf
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line #id

Cookie technical name

(unique
identifier of
the
spreadsheet
line)

Cookie domain name

Cookie Type

If Persistent cookie,
mention lifespan (#days)

Cookie Lifetime

Cookie content description

Eg."google.com" for a Google Analytics Enter:
Enter :
tracking cookie
- 1 for a 1st party cookie (cookie
- 1 for Persistent cookie
domain name same as application
- 2 for Session cookie
domain name)
- 2 for a 3rd party cookie (cookie
domain name is different than
application domain name, eg. Google
Analytics, ou Adserver)

Cookie technology

Cookie Technical format

Enter:
- 1 for http cookie
- 2 for Flash Cookie
- 3 for HTML5/DOM cookie

Cookie content description

Enter:
-1 for Standard Cookie
-2 for Secure Cookie
-3 for http Only cookie
-4 for Super cookie
-5 for Zombie Cookie

43 __utmb

.wufoo.com

2

1

365 wufoo

1

44 __utmc

.wufoo.com

2

2

wufoo

1

45 __utmt

.wufoo.com

2

1

365 wufoo

1

46 __utmz

.wufoo.com

2

1

183 wufoo

1

47 optimizelyBuckets

.wufoo.com

2

1

3650 wufoo

1

48 optimizelyEndUserId

.wufoo.com

2

1

3650 wufoo

1

49 optimizelySegments

.wufoo.com

2

1

3650 wufoo

1

50 ssc

.addthis.com

2

1

730 addThis

1

51 ssh

.addthis.com

2

1

730 addThis

1

52 sshs
53 zpvc

.addthis.com
ad.zanox.com

2
2

1
1

730 addThis
29 days zanox

54 bt2

addthis.com

2

1

255 days addthis

Detailed description of purpose

Enter:
-1 for Session & Security management,
-2 for User settings recovery (eg.
langage, country, accessibility
settings...)
-3 for Experience Personalisation :
display the page content based on user
choices and settings (eg. look and feel
of my google webmail interface)
-4 for Anonymous Web analytics : used
to identify global traffic and usage of the
website (eg. total traffic, most viewed
pages...)
-5 for other

1

1
1

1

1

eg.
- personnalisation of website contents
based on the user's anonymous
clickstream
- or personnalisation based on the CSP
customer profile or sales history
- or personnalisation based on the user
Facebook activity ...(these 3
personnalisation purposes may have
different privacy impacts)

Cookies set by wufoo. The embedded
Wufoo forms on our site set cookies for
the ‘Join’ forms used by us. - See more
at: http://www.swsenate.org.uk/cookiepolicy/#sthash.OZ3c0Z9f.dpuf
Cookies set by wufoo. The embedded
Wufoo forms on our site set cookies for
the ‘Join’ forms used by us. - See more
at: http://www.swsenate.org.uk/cookiepolicy/#sthash.OZ3c0Z9f.dpuf
Cookies set by wufoo. The embedded
Wufoo forms on our site set cookies for
the ‘Join’ forms used by us. - See more
at: http://www.swsenate.org.uk/cookiepolicy/#sthash.OZ3c0Z9f.dpuf
Cookies set by wufoo. The embedded
Wufoo forms on our site set cookies for
the ‘Join’ forms used by us. - See more
at: http://www.swsenate.org.uk/cookiepolicy/#sthash.OZ3c0Z9f.dpuf
Cookies set by wufoo. The embedded
Wufoo forms on our site set cookies for
the ‘Join’ forms used by us. - See more
at: http://www.swsenate.org.uk/cookiepolicy/#sthash.OZ3c0Z9f.dpuf
Cookies set by wufoo. The embedded
Wufoo forms on our site set cookies for
the ‘Join’ forms used by us. - See more
at: http://www.swsenate.org.uk/cookiepolicy/#sthash.OZ3c0Z9f.dpuf
Cookies set by wufoo. The embedded
Wufoo forms on our site set cookies for
the ‘Join’ forms used by us. - See more
at: http://www.swsenate.org.uk/cookiepolicy/#sthash.OZ3c0Z9f.dpuf
This cookie is associated with the
AddThis social sharing widget which is
commonly embedded in websites to
enable visitors to share content with a
range of networking and sharing
platforms. This is believed to be a new
cookie from AddThis which is not yet
documented, but has been categorised
on the assumption it serves a similar
purpose to other cookies set by the
service.
This cookie is associated with the
AddThis social sharing widget which is
commonly embedded in websites to
enable visitors to share content with a
range of networking and sharing
platforms. This is believed to be a new
cookie from AddThis which is not yet
documented, but has been categorised
on the assumption it serves a similar
purpose to other cookies set by the
service.
This cookie is associated with the
AddThis social sharing widget which is
commonly embedded in websites to
enable visitors to share content with a
range of networking and sharing
platforms. This is believed to be a new
cookie from AddThis which is not yet
documented, but has been categorised
on the assumption it serves a similar
purpose to other cookies set by the
service.
5 Zanox privacy policy
This cookie is associated with the
AddThis social sharing widget which is
commonly embedded in websites to
enable visitors to share content with a
range of networking and sharing
platforms. This is believed to be a new
cookie from AddThis which is not yet
documented, but has been categorised
on the assumption it serves a similar
purpose to other cookies set by the
5 service.
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line #id

Cookie technical name

(unique
identifier of
the
spreadsheet
line)

Cookie domain name

Cookie Type

If Persistent cookie,
mention lifespan (#days)

Cookie Lifetime

Cookie content description

Eg."google.com" for a Google Analytics Enter:
Enter :
tracking cookie
- 1 for a 1st party cookie (cookie
- 1 for Persistent cookie
domain name same as application
- 2 for Session cookie
domain name)
- 2 for a 3rd party cookie (cookie
domain name is different than
application domain name, eg. Google
Analytics, ou Adserver)

Cookie technology

Cookie Technical format

Enter:
- 1 for http cookie
- 2 for Flash Cookie
- 3 for HTML5/DOM cookie

Cookie content description

Enter:
-1 for Standard Cookie
-2 for Secure Cookie
-3 for http Only cookie
-4 for Super cookie
-5 for Zombie Cookie

55 uvc

addthis.com

2

1

2 years addthis

1

1

56 u

agkn.com

2

1

2 years Aggregate Knowledge

1

1

57 uuid

agkn.com

2

1

5 years Aggregate Knowledge

1

1

58 yt-player-volume

googleads.g.doubleclick.net

2

1

Persistent Doubleclick Google Service

3

1

59 yt-remote-device-id

googleads.g.doubleclick.net

2

1

Persistent Doubleclick Google Service

3

1

60 lidc
61 meta_965
62 SEUNCY
63 OPTOUTMULTI
64 pageview_count
65 PCC_ZSZMEIOYLPGPHMKPLVAG
66 tealium_prev_page_id
67 utag_main
68 vtrack_lt
69 vtrack_pv
70 BT
71 PI
72 UI

linkedin.com
metalyzer.com
semasio.net
swisscom.ch
swisscom.ch
swisscom.ch
swisscom.ch
swisscom.ch
swisscom.ch
swisscom.ch
tradedoubler.com
tradedoubler.com
tradedoubler.com

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

2
1
1
1
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

73 guest_id
74 affili_#pv
75 affili_0
76 yt-remote-connected-devices
77 yt-remote-device-id
78 yt-remote-online-screens
79 fc2
80 LogID1_2632746
81 UserID1

twitter.com
webmasterplan.com
webmasterplan.com
youtube.com
youtube.com
youtube.com
ad1.adfarm1.adition.com
ad1.adfarm1.adition.com
adfarm1.adition.com

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1

1
1
1
3
3
3
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Session Linkedin
29 days
180 days Semasio
3 months Swisscom
Session Swisscom
Session Swisscom
Session Swisscom
1 year Swisscom
4 days Swisscom
4 days Swisscom
1 year tradedoubler
1 year tradedoubler
1 year tradedoubler
2 years twitter
29 days
180 days
Persistent youtube
Persistent youtube
Persistent youtube
179 days
Session
179 days

Detailed description of purpose

Enter:
-1 for Session & Security management,
-2 for User settings recovery (eg.
langage, country, accessibility
settings...)
-3 for Experience Personalisation :
display the page content based on user
choices and settings (eg. look and feel
of my google webmail interface)
-4 for Anonymous Web analytics : used
to identify global traffic and usage of the
website (eg. total traffic, most viewed
pages...)
-5 for other

eg.
- personnalisation of website contents
based on the user's anonymous
clickstream
- or personnalisation based on the CSP
customer profile or sales history
- or personnalisation based on the user
Facebook activity ...(these 3
personnalisation purposes may have
different privacy impacts)

This cookie is associated with the
AddThis social sharing widget which is
commonly embedded in websites to
enable visitors to share content with a
range of networking and sharing
platforms. This is believed to be a new
cookie from AddThis which is not yet
documented, but has been categorised
on the assumption it serves a similar
purpose to other cookies set by the
2 service.
This domain is owned by Aggregate
Knowledge, which has been acquired by
Neustar Inc. Aggregate Knowledge
provides a data management platform
which enables real time targeting and
5 consumer profiling functionality.
This domain is owned by Aggregate
Knowledge, which has been acquired by
Neustar Inc. Aggregate Knowledge
provides a data management platform
which enables real time targeting and
5 consumer profiling functionality.
DoubleClick use cookies to serve
adverts on third party websites. The
DoubleClick cookie serves relevant ads
to potential customers and gathers
information about how or if you are
5 interacting with these ads.
DoubleClick use cookies to serve
adverts on third party websites. The
DoubleClick cookie serves relevant ads
to potential customers and gathers
information about how or if you are
5 interacting with these ads.
Set by LinkedIn to allow a visitor to
share content from a website on
3 LinkedIn
5 cookiepedia
5 Semasio Privacy Policy
5 Swisscom protezione dei dati
5 Swisscom protezione dei dati
5 Swisscom protezione dei dati
5 Swisscom protezione dei dati
5 Swisscom protezione dei dati
5 Swisscom protezione dei dati
5 Swisscom protezione dei dati
5 Tradedoubler Privacy Policy
5 Tradedoubler Privacy Policy
5 Tradedoubler Privacy Policy
Unique identifier when you login to a
2 website with Twitter
5
5
5 Google Privacy Policy
5 Google Privacy Policy
5 Google Privacy Policy
5 link
5 link
5 link
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